medi footsupport
insoles
Product catalogue for professionals

medi. I feel better.

Bringing
insole therapy
into the future
A strong global brand. A comprehensive
product range. Convincing concepts.
Your partner for top quality, innovation and
design. Let‘s shape the future together and
create positive experiences for both you and
your patients.

Safety, stability
and pain relief
Soothing and effective treatment with
products that combine tried and tested
medical efficacy with excellent comfort.
With medi‘s range of medi footsupport
insoles, you can offer your patients the right
solution for a wide variety of indications and
everyday needs. The insoles are tailored to
your patients‘ specifications, right down to
the last detail. Technology and numerous
comfort features make the insoles a delight
to wear each day for your patients – an added
plus for treatment compliance and long-term
satisfaction for users.
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Putting you
straight through
We communicate, we cooperate and we’re
there for each other. The medi service team
respects and values these requirements.
Therefore, we not only provide highly skilled
consultants who can work with you on-site,
we also offer state-of-the-art logistics and a
high-tech communication system. Right on
time: in consultancy, in service, in ordering and
delivery. We are always at your service.
We are your medi export service team.
Hotline
Consultancy, ordering, problem solving.
German headquarters:
P +49 921 912-0
F +49 921 912-783
E-mail: export@medi.de
medi subsidiaries:
Please see contact details on page 42.
www.medi.de/en
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General Terms and
Conditions

Intended medical purpose
Medical device insole: Insoles are medical
devices for specific malpositions or poor
alignment of the patients’ feet.
Storage and transport conditions
The products must be stored in a dry place
and protected from direct sunlight.
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More than just a manufacturer

medi produces medical aids for a variety of
conditions and life situations. However we don’t
see ourselves solely as a manufacturer. We handle
all of our research and development, technology,
production, marketing and sales ourselves
in-house – always keeping our focus on the
market, its demands and variables, and the medi
vision.
Our range of products primarily includes medical
compression stockings, supports and braces,
stockings for preventing thrombosis, and orthopedic
insoles.
These products are used and distributed by medical
supply stores, hospitals and clinics, doctors’ practices
and therapists. These are specialists who know how
to select the correct aids for each individual user in
order to improve their quality of life.
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medi concentrates on functional therapy for
orthopaedics and sports medicine today. We help to
preserve and restore the health of the entire
locomotor apparatus through orthopedic insoles. We
offer high-quality, innovative products coupled with
comprehensive support.
The focus is always on the patient. State-of-the-art
factories and a consistently applied quality control
system guarantee the high quality of the products.
Our motto is evident throughout our processes, from
product development to therapeutic use:
medi. I feel better.

More than just insoles
Be part of our sucessful business concept.
Happy patients, unique products and an assortment
concept that is easy to understand. These elements are
key in running a successful business with medi
footsupport insoles.
Satisfied customers are medi’s number one objective.
• medi’s footsupport products offer the ideal solution for
individual requirements and different shoe types.
• Whether the patient has medical requirements or simply
needs an insole for added comfort, our medi footsupport
range offers a wide variety of orthopedic insoles.
• Satisfied clients love that the insoles are comfortable to
wear and confirm that they elicit therapeutic success.
Every human is individual - and so are our products.
Quality that wins customers over.
• Many production stages coupled with precisely
handcrafted high-quality materials and the latest
manufacturing techniques make every insole unique –
all our insoles are made in Germany.
• Our insoles are multi-layered – various, precision
constructed material layers enable individual patient
requirements to be fulfilled.
• medi fulfills the current quality standards for medical
products in compliance with EN ISO 13485.
Easy to handle – a smart overall concept.
• This sophisticated concept is easy to implement for
both you and your customers.
• Thanks to the two product lines, “medical & support“
and “comfort & lifestyle“, you are guaranteed to find the
right insoles for your individual customer’s needs.
• You can make the most of our medi services such as
marketing support and sales training for you and your
team.
• Save time: medi insoles are perfectly prepped,
reducing the processing that you have to undertake
to a minimum.
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Support for your consultation appointment
Smart selection of the product range, clear visualisation of the product features and extensive service:
our comprehensive package supports you throughout the consulting process.

Two product lines for more transparency
The medi footsupport range has been split into two
product lines, “medical & support” and “comfort &
lifestyle”, to provide straightforward orientation for you
in your consultation appointment.
Clear visualisation helps you to select the correct
insole
Easy-to-understand icons which represent the product
features help you to select the correct model.
Our services save you time
As a medi footsupport customer, you can benefit from our
exclusive services and marketing support.
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Clarity at first glance for you and your customers
Which insoles are best for the customer?
The medi visualisation concept and clear structuring of the product range support you in making this decision.
Clear visualisation on the packaging and splitting the insole range into two product lines, medical & support
and comfort & lifestyle, help you to select the correct insole for the customer‘s individual requirements.

medical & support

comfort & lifestyle

Insoles which relieve foot deformities or
inflammation and help to relieve stress on
the foot or guide it to ease symptoms.

Insoles for everyday life, for business or
leisure. Targeted redistribution of
pressure ensures that almost every foot is
provided with comfort.

• medi footsupport Heel Pain / Heel Pain pro
• medi footsupport Control
• medi footsupport Control slim
• medi footsupport Junior
• medi footsupport Active
• medi footsupport Comfort / Comfort pro

• medi footsupport Ballerinas pro
• medi footsupport Gentlemen pro
• medi footsupport High Heels /
High Heels pro
• medi footsupport Business / Business pro
• medi footsupport Business slim /
Business slim pro

medical & support

medical & support

medical & support

comfort & lifestyle

comfort & lifestyle

comfort & lifestyle

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

Especially suitable for Plantar
fasciitis [PF] patients.

Especially suitable for Plantar
fasciitis [PF] patients.

Especially suitable for Hallux
Rigidus patients.

The insole relieves pressure in the
heel area at the calcaneal spur and
thus eases your foot pain.

The insole relieves pressure in the
heel area at the calcaneal spur and
thus eases your foot pain.

The insole enables a stabilization
of the painful joint through a
controlled rolling movement
relieving foot pain.

The very thin insole for flat, sporty
and fashionable shoes offers
superior comfort and support.

The very thin insole for narrow and
fashionable men shoes offers
superior comfort and support.

The very thin insole provides
comfortable bedding and support
to your feet.

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS
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medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

medi footsupport

The insole supports your feet
during athletic activities with a
targeted cushioned footbed.

The very thin insole provides
comfortable bedding and support
to your feet.

Especially designed for business
shoes.

Especially designed for
business shoes.

The insole provides comfortable
bedding and support to your feet.

The insole provides comfortable
bedding and support to your feet.

Active

Junior

Especially suitable for Hallux
Rigidus patients.

The very thin insole provides
maximum support. The shell shape
and the multi-layered core provide
an optimal guidance of the foot.

The insole enables a stabilization
of the painful joint through a
controlled rolling movement
relieving foot pain.

High Heels pro
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medi footsupport

The insole provides extra
cushioning and a comfortable
foot climate.

The insole provides extra
cushioning and a comfortable
foot climate.

Especially designed for
business shoes.

Comfort

Comfort pro

Business slim
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Material
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PAIN RELIEF
(BIG TOE)

Business

CUSHIONING
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Business
slim pro

Especially designed for business
shoes.

The insole provides comfortable
bedding and support to your feet.

The insole provides comfortable
bedding and support to your feet.
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The benefits of
medi footsupport insoles
Find out more about the special features of our products.

By experts, for experts –
German quality for everyone

MULTILAYER

A multi-layer design to fit individual requirements
The numerous individual parts of the medi footsupport
insoles are compiled in such a way that each product is
unique. The multi-layer principle helps meet individual
patient requirements.

Handmade production meets innovative technology
A multitude of production stages are coupled with
precisely handcrafted high-quality materials to produce
our insoles, which are made in Germany. The latest
technology is implemented in order to make each insole
as individual as possible.

les
inso

Handma
d

orthopedi

c

e

Experience in manufacturing orthopaedic insoles
Our trained, experienced experts shape the
manufacturing process for medi footsupport insoles.

Compliance with rigorous quality standards
A consistently applied quality control system and certified
documentation guarantee that our products are of the
highest quality.
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The ideal insole
for almost every foot
Top comfort for your customers
A medi footsupport insole is the product of many different
manufacturing stages, which are all executed under
compliance with rigorous quality standards.
The combinations of material used in the insoles take the
various needs of the patient into account in a targeted
manner.
No pinching or pressure in the shoe
All insoles are provided with a precision finish. This ensures
that the insoles are comfortable and pleasant to wear and also
protects the shoe. If you need further instructions for use for
thermoplastic moulding, please contact our Footcare team.
The right size and shape for almost every shoe
The medi footsupport insoles are available in discrete or
double sizing. In addition, the various insole fits, e.g. wide or
narrow, are appropriate for a variety of shoe types.
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Your perfect match
Use the icons to find the best insole for your customers. We will explain the
icons in detail over the following pages.
The main criteria for selecting the perfect insole for your customers are: material
properties, requirements of the shoe that the insole is going to be placed in and the
patient‘s needs (e.g. is the insole for a diagnosed medical condition or for comfort?).

Material properties
Some of the medi footsupport insoles contain materials
that may be allergenic to certain persons. We have
labeled these distinctively so that they can be recognised
easily.

Material
of animal
origin

Material of animal origin
This icon shows that the insole is made of a material of animal
origin.

Latex
This insole contains natural latex. The proteins contained in
latex could thus prove allergenic. Therefore, this material
must be subject to marking.

Memory effect
An insole displaying this icon contains material that has a very
good resetting force. This provides excellent comfort and
perfect pressure distribution.
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Shoe fit
An insole that is right for the foot and the shoe must be selected to ensure
that the insole fits perfectly in the shoe and thus guarantee that it fulfils its
function.

Wide fit
This icon shows that the insole is only suitable for wide
shoes and feet.

Slim fit
This icon shows that the insole is only suitable for narrow
shoes and feet.

The shoe icons on the following pages will help you to find out which shoe
types the insoles are intended for

Leisure and
comfort shoes

Fashionable shoes

Sports shoes

Childrens’ shoes

Ballerina shoes

High heels
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Foot requirements
Our range can improve your customers’ lives in a variety of ways, by reducing
pain, stabilizing the foot or improving comfort for the foot on a day-to-day
basis. The following icons show the diverse functions that our insoles provide
and which stress points they relieve on the foot.

Cushioning of forefoot and back of the foot
This icon shows that there is extra cushioning in the forefoot
and back foot areas in order to relieve stress on these zones.
CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

Pain relief for the heel
Soft cushioning is added to the heel area and along the plantar
fascia in order to reduce pain.
PAIN RELIEF
(HEEL)

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

Forefoot cushioning
Extra cushioning is added to the forefoot in order to relieve
the stress on this zone and thus provide satisfying comfort
when the insole is worn.

Stabilization
This insole, with its half-height shell and its multi-layered
core, stabilizes and supports the foot.
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PAIN RELIEF
(BIG TOE)

Pain relief on the big toe
This insole has an elongated core to stabilize the
metatarsophalangeal joint of the big toe and support the
longitudinal arch in order to reduce pain.

Correction
The shell and the core, which is adapted to the anatomy of the
customer, ensure optimal guidance and maximum support of
the foot.

Suitable for diabetics
This icon shows that the insole is suitable for diabetics. The
material composition ensures that pressure is distributed
optimally. The top layer regulates heat and provides a high
level of comfort during wear, which ensures that the foot
remains dry.
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medical & support
The product range that provides care
for a wide range of indications.
The medical & support insoles work to correct foot
deformities and fight inflammation. They help to
relieve stress on the foot or guide it to ease symptoms.
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medi footsupport
Heel Pain

medical & support

Excellent for plantar fasciitis [PF] patients.
This insole relieves pressure in the heel area and
along the plantar fascia, thus easing your foot
pain.

Materials

Indications
• Heel pain
• Heel spurs
• Plantar fasciitis
Benefits
• Targeted soft cushioning of the heel
area and along the plantar fascia.
• Multi-layered core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Targeted relief of pain in specific areas.

PAIN RELIEF
(HEEL)

1

Top Velours, black

0.7 mm

2

Superflex 25°, blue

3.5 mm

3

Top Cell 8°, black

3.5 mm

4

Top Flex 15°, magenta

3.0 mm

5

Multi-layered core

6

Carbon fleece, black

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Heel Pain

PIA74◊◊000

33 / 34 – 47 / 48

No

◊ = Add size
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0.6 mm

medi footsupport
Heel Pain pro
Excellent for plantar fasciitis [PF] patients.

medical & support

This insole relieves pressure in the heel area and
along the plantar fascia, thus easing your foot
pain. Integrated metatarsal pad to support the
transverse arch.

Materials

Indications
• Heel pain
• Heel spurs
• Plantar fasciitis
Benefits
• Targeted soft cushioning of the heel
area and along the plantar fascia.
• Multi-layered core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Targeted relief of pain in specific areas.
• Integrated metatarsal pad to support
the transverse arch.

PAIN RELIEF
(HEEL)

1

Top Velours, black

0.7 mm

2

Superflex 25°, blue

3.5 mm

3

Top Cell 8°, black

3.5 mm

4

Top Flex 15°, magenta

3.0 mm

5

Metatarsal pad

6

Multi-layered core

7

Carbon fleece, black

0.6 mm

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Heel Pain pro

PIA73◊◊000

34 – 48

No

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Comfort

medical & support

Specially designed to provide ideal pressure
distribution and a soft cushioned footbed.
This insole provides extra cushioning and an
excellent foot climate.

Materials

Indications
• Diabetic neuropathy
• Osteoarthritis of the lower limbs
• Cornea skin
• Pes cavus
Benefits
• Pre-smoothed foundation for an
individual fit.
• Non-slip-effect. Hydrofresh cover
provides great grip between the sock
and insole.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Multi-layered design for a soft
cushioned footbed.
• Pressure distribution over entire area
thanks to an improved foam
combination with a cover of memory
foam.
• Light core to support the l ongitudinal
arch.

1

Hydrofresh, dark blue

0.7 mm

2

Top Flex 15°, cyan

3.0 mm

3

Top Foam 30°, blue

3.0 mm

4

Orthotic core

5

Top Forte 45°, white

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Comfort

PIA72◊◊000

33 / 34 – 47 / 48

With care

◊ = Add size
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10.0 mm

medi footsupport
Comfort pro
Specially designed to provide ideal pressure
distribution and a soft cushioned footbed.

medical & support

This insole provides extra cushioning and an
excellent foot climate. Integrated metatarsal pad
to support the transverse arch.

Materials

Indications
• Diabetic neuropathy
• Osteoarthritis of the lower limbs
• Cornea skin
• Pes cavus
Benefits
• Pre-smoothed foundation for an
individual fit.
• Non-slip-effect. Hydrofresh cover
provides great grip between the sock
and insole.
• The hydrofresh cover creates a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Multi-layered design for a soft
cushioned footbed.
• Pressure distribution over entire area
thanks to an improved foam
combination with a cover of memory
foam.
• Light core to support the l ongitudinal
arch.
• Integrated metatarsal pad to support
the transverse arch.

1

Hydrofresh, dark blue

0.7 mm

2

Top Flex 15°, cyan

3.0 mm

3

Top Foam 30°, blue

2.0 mm

4

Metatarsal pad

5

Orthotic core

6

Top Forte 45°, white

10.0 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Comfort pro

PIA71◊◊000

35 – 48

With care

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Control

medical & support

Excellently suitable for Hallux Rigidus
patients.
This insole stabilizes the painful joint via a
controlled rolling movement, thus relieving foot
pain.

Materials

Indications
• Pain in the big toe joint
• Hallux rigidus
• Metatarsalgia
Benefits
• Relief of pain in / stress on the
metatarsophalangeal joint of the
big toe.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Elongated core to stabilize the
metatarsophalangeal joint of the big
toe and support the longitudinal arch.

PAIN RELIEF
(BIG TOE)

1

Hydrofresh embossed,
anthracite

0.7 mm

2

Top Foam 30°, blue

2.0 mm

3

Multi-layered core

4

Carbon Therm, black

1.2 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Control

PIA70◊◊000

35 / 36 – 49 / 50

No

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Control slim
Excellently suitable for Hallux Rigidus
patients.

medical & support

This insole stabilizes the painful joint via a
controlled rolling movement, thus relieving foot
pain.

Materials

Indications
• Pain in the big toe joint
• Hallux rigidus
• Metatarsalgia
Benefits
• Slim version designed for narrow shoes.
• Relief of pain in / stress on the
metatarsophalangeal joint of the
big toe.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Elongated core to stabilize the
metatarsophalangeal joint of the big
toe and support the longitudinal arch.

PAIN RELIEF
(BIG TOE)

1

Hydrofresh embossed,
anthracite

0.7 mm

2

Top Foam 30°, blue

2.0 mm

3

Multi-layered core

4

Carbon Therm, black

1.2 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Control slim

PIA68◊◊000

35 / 36 – 45 / 46

No

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Active

medical & support

Specially formulated for sporting activity.
This insole cushions the feet during athletic
activity with its targeted footbed and strategic
support.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Fallen arches
• Slight valgus foot
Benefits
• Different material zones for specific
relief during athletic activity.
• Optimal support for the longitudinal
arch.
• Quick and simple adaptation to virtually
all sports shoes.
• Multi-layered core for excellent support
of the longitudinal arch.
• Can easily be heat shaped, if required.

1

Top Velours, blue

0.7 mm

2

Top Foam 25°, white

3.0 mm

3

Top Foam 25°, blue

3.0 mm

4

Top Flex 15°, cyan

3.0 mm

5

Multi-layered core

6

Top Foam 35°, white

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Active

PIA69◊◊000

33 / 34 – 47 / 48

Yes

◊ = Add size
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1.5 mm

medi footsupport
Junior
Specially designed to provide optimal
guidance for children’s feet.

medical & support

This insole has been developed specifically to
provide maximum support for children’s feet.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Valgus foot
• Fallen arches
Benefits
• Optimal longitudinal arch support.
• Anatomically adapted core for optimum
comfort during wearing.
• Multi-layered core for optimal guidance
and support of the foot.
• Heat moldable.
• Slip resistant bottom cover for a stable
fit in the shoe.

1

Top Velours, green

0.7 mm

2

Top Foam 35°, white

1.5 mm

3

Multi-layered core

4

Top stop, transparent

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Junior

PIA65◊◊000

19 / 20 – 45 / 46

Yes

0.5 mm

◊ = Add size
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comfort & lifestyle
This product range provides care for special
requirements and user profiles.
Insoles from the comfort & lifestyle range are suitable
for daily life, for business or leisure: this ensures care
that provides relaxation for almost every shoe.
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medi footsupport
High Heels

comfort & lifestyle

A super thin insole that provides
excellent comfort.
These insoles offer excellent support and comfort
in high heels, pumps and other heeled shoes.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• Medium arch support.
• A super thin insole for high heels.
• The innovative bottom layer, consisting
of recycled leather, enables the insole to
be inserted into the shoe easily.
• The hydrofresh cover ensures a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Highly flexible core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Focused shock absorption in
particularly stressed zones via the new
memory foam.
• Super thin, especially in the forefoot, for
perfect comfort within the shoe.

1

Hydrofresh, aubergine

0.7 mm

2

Top Flex 15°, magenta

1.5 mm

3

Multi-layered, flexible core

4

Leather fibre, black

Technical Information
Refined leather
fibres. High-quality
recycled product
made from natural,
raw materials.
CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

Material
of animal
origin

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport High Heels

PIA67◊◊000

35 / 36 – 43 / 44

With care

◊ = Add size
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0.6 mm

medi footsupport
High Heels pro
A super thin insole that provides
excellent comfort.

comfort & lifestyle

These insoles offer excellent support and comfort
in high heels, pumps and other heeled shoes.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• Medium arch support.
• A super thin insole for high heels.
• The innovative bottom layer, consisting
of recycled leather, enables the insole to
be inserted into the shoe easily.
• The hydrofresh cover ensures a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Highly flexible core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Focused shock absorption in
particularly stressed zones via the new
memory foam.
• Super thin, especially in the forefoot, for
perfect comfort within the shoe.
• Integrated metatarsal pad.

1

Hydrofresh, aubergine

0.7 mm

2

Top Flex 15°, magenta

1.5 mm

3

Metatarsal pad

4

Multi-layered, flexible core

5

Leather fibre, black

0.6 mm

Technical Information
Refined leather
fibres. High-quality
recycled product
made from natural,
raw materials.
CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

Material
of animal
origin

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport High Heels pro

PIA66◊◊000

35 – 44

With care

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Gentlemen pro
Specially designed for slim men’s shoes.

comfort & lifestyle

This super thin insole for narrow, fashionable
men’s shoes offers superior comfort and support.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• Designed for use in narrow shoes.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Highly flexible core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Focused shock absorption for
particularly stressed zones thanks to
the memory foam.
• Super thin, especially in the forefoot , to
provide ideal comfort in the shoe.
• Integrated metatarsal pad.
• Provides excellent comfort for the
majority of narrow & fashionable men‘s
shoes.

1

Hydrofresh, black

0.7 mm

2

Top Flex 15°, magenta

1.5 mm

3

Metatarsal pad

4

Heel cushion 15°

5

Multi-layered, flexible core

6

Foil and microfibre
mini square, black/grey

3.0 mm

0.9 mm

Technical Information
Elegant foil design
technique for ideal
hold in the shoe.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Gentlemen pro

PIA64◊◊000

37 – 48

With care

◊ = Add size
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CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

medi footsupport
Ballerinas pro
Specially designed for flat, fashionable
women’s shoes.

comfort & lifestyle

This thin insole for flat, fashionable shoes offers
superior comfort and support.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• Exceptionally slender shape for use in
ballerina shoes.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• The innovative bottom layer, consisting
of recycled leather, enables the insole to
be inserted into the shoe easily.
• Highly flexible core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Focused shock absorption for
particularly stressed zones thanks to
new memory foam.
• Super thin, especially in the forefoot, to
provide ideal comfort in the shoe.
• Integrated metatarsal pad.
• Provides excellent comfort for flat,
fashionable shoes.

1

Hydrofresh, berry

0.7 mm

2

Top Flex 15°, magenta

1.5 mm

3

Metatarsal pad

3.0 mm

4

Heel cushion 15°

3.0 mm

5

Multi-layered, flexible core

6

Leather fibre, black

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

0.6 mm

Technical Information
Refined leather
fibres. High-quality
recycling product
made from natural,
raw materials.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Ballerinas pro

PIA63◊◊000

34 – 44

With care

Material
of animal
origin

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Business
Specially designed for fashion and business shoes.

comfort & lifestyle

This insole offers excellent support and comfort.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Multi-layered core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Comfortable bedding in business shoes.

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

1

Hydrofresh embossed, sand

0.7 mm

2

Top Form 30°, black

3.0 mm

3

Multi-layered core

4

Carbon Therm, black

1.2 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Business

PIA76◊◊000

35 / 36 – 47 / 48

With care

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Business pro
Specially designed for fashion and business shoes.

comfort & lifestyle

The insole offers excellent support and comfort.
Additional support of the transverse arch.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Multi-layered core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Comfortable bedding in business shoes.
• Integrated metatarsal pad to support
the transversal arch.

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

1

Hydrofresh embossed, sand

0.7 mm

2

Top Form 30°, black

3.0 mm

3

Metatarsal pad

4

Multi-layered core

5

Carbon Therm, black

1.2 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Business pro

PIA75◊◊000

35 – 47

With care

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Business slim
Specially designed for slim-fit business shoes.

comfort & lifestyle

This insole offers excellent support and comfort.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• Slim version designed for narrow shoes.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Multi-layered core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Comfortable bedding for business
shoes.

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

1

Hydrofresh embossed, sand

0.7 mm

2

Top Form 30°, black

3.0 mm

3

Multi-layered core

3.0 mm

4

Carbon Therm, black

1.2 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Business slim

PIA78◊◊000

35 / 36 – 47 / 48

With care

◊ = Add size
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medi footsupport
Business slim pro
Specially designed for slim-fit business shoes.

comfort & lifestyle

This insole offers excellent support and comfort
with additional support of the transverse arch.

Materials

Indications
• Flat foot
• Slight valgus foot
• Slight splay foot
• Slightly fallen arches
Benefits
• Slim version designed for narrow shoes.
• The hydrofresh cover provides a fresh
foot climate in the shoe.
• Multi-layered core to support the
longitudinal arch.
• Comfortable bedding for business
shoes.
• Integrated metatarsal pad to support
the transversal arch.

CUSHIONING
OF STRESSED AREAS

1

Hydrofresh embossed, sand

0.7 mm

2

Top Form 30°, black

3.0 mm

3

Metatarsal pad

4

Multi-layered core

5

Carbon Therm, black

1.2 mm

Hydrofresh Information
The hydrofresh cover is
particularly good for
diabetics as it prevents
odour and wicks away
sweat. In addition, it
offers a high level of
comfort and ensures
that the foot remains
dry thanks to its
heat-regulating
properties.

Name

Item No.

Size

Heat moldable

medi footsupport Business slim pro

PIA77◊◊000

35 – 46

With care

◊ = Add size
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Quality certificates
As a manufacturer of medical products, medi strives to attain top quality at all times.
Product and system certificates prove that all legal requirements have been met.

The CE mark
Our medi medical products meet all of the requirements listed
under the European Directive 93 / 42 / EEC and the German
Medical Products Act. In accordance with regulations, our
products are subject to conformity assessment procedures
and have been awarded the CE mark. The CE mark acts as a
passport for industrial products and thus guarantees free
trade within the European Economic Area (EEA).

EN ISO 13485
medi maintains its quality management system in accordance
with EN ISO 13485. We have held this certification since 1996,
thus demonstrating our long-term commitment to quality to
our customers. Since then, medi has made the most of the
opportunities offered by this standard and has worked to
permanently improve products from the Phlebology,
Orthotics, Footcare, Wound Care and Hospital business units
in order to make processes and procedures safer and more
efficient. We see customer satisfaction as an essential
indicator of quality.

Product innovation: evidence-based evaluation
Materials, techniques and requirements for orthopaedic
insoles change over time. medi therefore establishes
innovative orthopaedic products, such as medi footsupport
Heel Pain, and places them on the health care market. medi
thus offers effective solutions for patients, creates markets
and sets standards for the future.
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Traceability to improve transparency
Requirements regarding the information supplied on medical devices
Each device shall be accompanied by the information needed to identify the device and its
manufacturer, and by any safety and performance information which is of relevance to the
user or any other person, as appropriate. The following information is lasered onto the back
of our medi footsupport insoles:

Labelling symbol
for medical devices:
Order number

Serial number
for traceability
Manufacturer’s
information

PIA77390 0 0
P 35 9 25 8 75
medi GmbH & Co. KG
Medicusstr. 1
D-95448 Bayreuth

Order number
The numbers underlined in magenta
indicate the size of the insole.
(6th & 7th place from left)
CE marking is a certification
mark that indicates conformity
with the health, safety, and
environmental protection
standards for products sold
within the European Economic
Area (EEA).
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Molding insoles using heat
Key: Yes / No / With care
No = Base layers are not suitable for ex-posure to
heat due to the composition of their material.
Heating would impair the product in terms of its
function.
Yes = Instructions for molding:
Only a hot air gun and, if required, a cotton glove or
similar are required to execute the molding. The glove
is used for molding the insert directly with your
fingers. For some models this is also possible without
a glove, but other models are more difficult to touch
due to the fact that they have been heated.
The hot air gun can be any standard device purchased
from a DIY store. The temperature should be between
250 and 300 degrees Celsius. Keep a distance of
around 15 to 20 centimetres from the insole being
heated.
This seems like a high temperature, but the hot air
drops in temperature as it passes across this small
distance. As materials may react differently to the
heat and duration of exposure to the gun, depending
on the insole model, you should keep a close eye on
the material being heated. Potential signs that the
material has been heated too much are waves in the
material or burning or melting of the material, shown
by the material changing to brown or golden brown in
the first few seconds.
Heating must be executed from the underside of the
insole, as the top layer and foam layer of the sole are
not intended to be subjected to direct heating. Only
heat the core of the insole. This is the stiff area that
provides support in the insole. This is the only way to
ensure that the desired effect is achieved.
Most materials react after just five to ten seconds.
Therefore, protect your hand with a glove as a
precaution and carefully check whether the core has
already reached its molding temperature. When the
material has reached molding temperature, you will
feel give in the material if you bend it slightly with
your fingers. If the core is still too stiff, heat the insole
again for five to ten seconds and then check its
rigidity again. When heating materials, move the gun
in small circular movements to ensure that heating is
controlled and does not occur too quickly.
Once molding temperature has been attained, you
can mold the insole to the desired shape using your
fingers. For example, you could flatten the edge of the
insole a little if the patient complains that the insole is
rubbing. The arch can also be raised if the patient
requires more intense support.
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Leave the insole to cool by holding it in position using
your hands. This can take less than a minute but can
also sometimes take several minutes. Do not cool the
insole when it is being worn, as the foot presses the
material so flat that the desired level is not attained.
If the individual layers on the border of the insole
come apart when the insole is heated, simply press
them back together using your fingers during the
molding process. They will bond back together.
After heating, the underside of the sole is generally
marked with matte or shiny areas that do detract
slightly from the overall appearance. However, they
do not impair the quality or function of the insole.
With care =
Please follow the process as described above. Take
especial care to comply with the heating time (three
to five seconds). You can repeat this process many
times, checking the stiffness of the insole each time.
You should also increase the distance between the
insole and the gun (20 to 25 centimetres).
Please ensure that only trained and qualified persons
execute this procedure and observe the
recommendations for proper molding using heat. We
thank you in advance for understanding that we
accept no liability.

Notes
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General Terms and Conditions of Sale,
Delivery and Payment
Page 1|2
These General Terms and Conditions (“GTCs”) are an integral part of all
offers and Contracts regarding deliveries (hereinafter also referred to as
„Contracts“), also in current and/or future business relationships between
Medi (hereinafter also referred to as „we“ or „us“) and entrepreneurs,
merchants, legal entities under common law or a special public fund
(hereinafter also referred to as „Customer“ or “you” or “your”).
These GTCs apply exclusively.
To the extent that circumstances are not addressed in these GTCs, they will
be governed by statutory law. Any terms whatsoever introduced by you,
deviating from our GTCs shall not apply unless confirmed by us in writing.
We hereby object to any deviating terms introduced by you in whatever
manner. Any information delivered together with our products, e.g.
information concerning the durability of our products, also applies to
all deliveries.
1. Conclusion of Contract
Any Contract conclusion requires either our written acceptance of your
order or our delivery of the ordered goods.
2. Prices
All prices are net prices in Euro. The statutory VAT applicable on the day of
invoicing will be charged in addition as indicated on the invoice. Unless
otherwise indicated, our prices are „ex works“, excluding shipment,
transport insurance and packaging.
3. Terms of Payment
Unless stipulated otherwise in the order confirmation or expressly agreed
otherwise, the purchase price must be paid in full (without deduction) in
compliance with the following provisions:
Unless Medi demands advanced payment, our invoices are payable within 30
calendar days of the invoice date, free of charge to our company’s designated
account. A discount of 2 % is granted for payment within 15 calendar days of
the invoice date. Instead, a discount of 3 % is granted if a SEPA Business-toBusiness Direct Debit Mandate for immediate debit is issued.
4. Set-off and Retention
Except where Customer’s claims towards us have been finally ruled in a
court of competent jurisdiction or are undisputed, no set-off or retention
rights shall apply.
5. Deliveries
Unless expressly designated otherwise, any indicated delivery date(s) are
non-binding. The Customer will bear the shipping costs in accordance with
the relevant shipping cost list indicated herein below.
Our liability for delay damages is limited to a maximum of 0,2 % per working
day and a maximum total of 5% of the net invoice amount of the respective
delivery, provided that we we have not acted with intent or gross negligence
and if no injury to body, limb or life exists. Customer’s right to rescind the
Contract and/or to demand compensation in accordance with Section 9 once
a reasonable subsequent deadline has expired shall remain unaffected.
6. Receipt/Acceptance
Upon Customer’s refusal without reasonable excuse, to accept delivery,
Customer shall pay an amount equal to 10% of the delivery price. Our right
to claim further costs that we may have incurred in addition, will remain
unaffected.
7. Retention of Title
We reserve ownership and title in the goods delivered by us (“reserved
goods”) until all unsettled claims related to our business relationship with
you have been settled in full.
The Customer shall inform us without delay and in writing of any third-party
access (e.g. pledges) to our reserved goods and/or respective claims. Further
Customer shall indicate our ownership and title to such third-parties.
The Customer provide us upon request with all information and documents
necessary to protect our rights. To the extent not assumed by the thirdparty, the Customer shall compensate any costs reasonably incurred by us
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in defense against a third-party access.
Any processing of or modification to the reserved goods by the Customer
will always be carried out on our behalf and favor. If the reserved goods are
combined or mixed with other items which do not belong to the Customer,
we will acquire co-ownership in the new item in the ratio of the value of
the reserved goods (final invoice amount including VAT) to the other items
processed at the time of such combining or mixing. Processing will not be
remunerated. The Customer’s right in the goods remains unaffected.
The Customer has the right to resell the reserved goods in the context of its
ordinary course of business. If the reserved goods are resold, the Customer
hereby assigns to us as a security the claims against the purchaser arising
herefrom; if the seller has co-ownership in the reserved goods, the
assignment refers to the relevant proportionate co-ownership share.
The same applies to other claims that replace the reserved goods or arise
otherwise with regard to the reserved goods.
We hereby authorise the Customer to collect the claims assigned to us as a
security in its own name. The Customer is authorised to disclose that the
claims are assigned to us for our account and to demand that the purchaser
pay directly to us. This will not affect our right to collect the claims ourselves.
We will not collect the claims ourselves and will not revoke the Customer’s
authorisation to collect the claims as long as the Customer duly meets its
payment obligations and does not fall into default with payment. For
legitimate reason, the Customer is obligated to notify us without delay of the
name and address of its purchasers and the amount of the claims assigned,
to provide us with any documents required to prove the claim and to notify
the relevant purchaser of the assignment. Upon request, the Customer must
issue a document regarding the assignment.
After the occurrence of insolvency or overindebtedness, the Customer is
obligated to select the reserved goods and the claims assigned to us and to
present to us an exact list stating the claims and the creditors’ addresses.
8. Warranty
Unless otherwise agreed, our warranty is limited to the compliance of our
products with their respective specifications, in particular in the product
descriptions. This applies particularly to the durability of the goods.
Based on the agreed quality/properties, our goods are designed only for
one-time use or first-time use. Upon any products being reused or processed
in any respect by our Customers, any warranty and/or liability ends
immediately. Beyond the warranty stipulated above, we do not give any
additional manufacturer’s guarantee whatsoever.
Where Medi has agreed to carry out shipment and the delivery is incomplete
or if there is obvious external transport damage, the Customer shall
reasonably inspect the products upon receipt and subsequently shall duly
notify the transport company of any detected losses/damages detected.
Any deficiencies not detectable from the outside must be reported to the
transport company in text form (e.g. by fax, letter or e-mail) within seven
calendar days after delivery. We must definitely be informed of this
notification in text form without delay.
In the event of material defects we are entitled to correct such defect in our
discretion by either repairing the defective product or replacing it with a
non-defective product within a reasonable correction-period set by the
Customer. Upon Medi’s failure to deliver the necessary correction, the Customer may rescind the Contract or reasonably reduce the purchase price.
The non-correction of minor defects shall not allow for a rescission of
the Contract but not hinder a reasonable price-reduction.
Customer’s right to claim damages in addition shall be restricted to the
limitations as provided in the following Section 9.
The limitation period for claims owing to material and legal defects will
expire at the end of 12 months following the delivery of the goods to the
Customer. This does not apply (i) to any claims included in Section 9.
9. Liability
Medi assumes liability in accordance with statutory law and subject to the
following: Except where under statutory law unlimited liability is mandatory, (like e.g. in cases of death or bodily injury and/or willful misconduct and/
or product liability law), any liability for indirect or consequential damages/

General Terms and Conditions of Sale,
Delivery and Payment
Page 2|2
loss shall be excluded to the permissible extent. The foregoing limitations shall
not relieve Medi’s general liability insurance to the extent it would be required
to cover the claim(s) in question under the applicable insurance policy. Unless
otherwise stated in writing, no further liability obligation shall apply.
10. Return of the Goods and Repairs
Returning goods outside of the warranty period is permissible only if this has
been expressly agreed in advance. Goods may be returned only in return for a
credit note taking into account adjustments for the age and the condition of the
goods at the time they are returned and a reduction of 10% of the agreed price
of the goods for processing.
The costs incurred due to returning the goods will be borne by the Customer.
The return of tailor-made products and special products is excluded in any case.
Outside of the warranty period, we grant the possibility to repair Medi products
at our discretion on a goodwill basis. As a rule, only cleaned and washed
products will be accepted in this regard. If Medi is required to clean the goods,
we reserve the right to demand a reasonable lump-sum payment.
11. Product Sales
As a globally recognized manufacturer of a valuable and renowned brand
portfolio, we attach great importance to the adequate market-driven resale of
our products and the protection of our brand integrity. The relevant provisions
can be found in our „Commercial Policy“ and our „Trademark and Marketing
Material Policy“ at https://www.medi.de/en/general-terms-and-conditions/.
Both policies form an essential and integral part of these GTCs.
12. Jurisdiction, Place of Performance
The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from or in connection
with these terms and conditions and the Contracts will be the place of our
registered office, Bayreuth. However, we are also entitled to file action at the
place of the Customer’s registered office. The place of performance for all
obligations arising from this business relationship will be Bayreuth;
Medicusstraße 1.
The law of the Federal Republic of Germany excluding the reference provisions
and the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods (CISG) will apply.

List of Shipping Costs
of medi GmbH & Co. KG
Our shipping costs are calculated based on the net value
of the goods as follows:
• €5.90 for orders under €50
• €3.50 for orders between €50 and €180.
•O
 rders of more than €180, partial shipments and tailor-made orders
will be delivered free of charge.
•W
 ith regard to express delivery, the following rules apply to
shipments up to 10kg:
- delivery on the following working day: €13.50;
		 before 9:00 a.m.: €62;
		 before 10:30 a.m.: €28;
- before 12:00 noon on Saturdays: €35
•W
 ith regard to the delivery of hazardous goods
(charges based on actual costs)
up to 3kg: €13
more than 3kg: €13.28
orders of more than 31kg will be delivered by a forwarding agent
in multiple shipments based on weight
(details on the price ranges can be requested from the Service Center).
• T he surcharge charged by delivery services for special shipments
(e.g. surcharge for shipments to islands currently approx. €12)
may be additionally added to the shipping costs.
Status as of October 2020

Status as of October 2020
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medi GmbH & Co KG
Medicusstraße 1
D-95448 Bayreuth
Alemania
T +49 921 912-0
F +49 921 912-783
export@medi.de
www.medi.de
medi Australia Pty Ltd
83 Fennell Street
North Parramatta NSW 2151
Australia
T +61 2 9890 8696
F +61 2 9890 8439
sales@mediaustralia.com.au
www.mediaustralia.com.au
medi Austria GmbH
Adamgasse 16/7
6020 Innsbruck
Austria
T +43-512 57 95 15
F +43-512 57 95 15 45
vertrieb@medi-austria.at
www.medi-austria.at
medi Belgium NV
Staatsbaan 77/0099
3945 Ham
Belgium
T + 32-11 24 25 60
F +32-11 24 25 64
info@medibelgium.be
www.medibelgium.be
medi Canada Inc / médi Canada
Inc
597, Rue Duvernay, Verchères
QC Canada J0L 2R0
T +1 450-583-3317 / +1 800 361
3153
F +1 888-583-6827
service@medicanada.ca
www.medicanada.ca
medi Danmark ApS
Vejlegardsvej 59
2665 Vallensbaek Strand
Denmark
T +45-70 25 56 10
F +45-70 25 56 20
kundeservice@sw.dk
www.medidanmark.dk

medi Bayreuth Espana SL
C/Canigo 2-6 bajos
Hospitalet de Llobregat
08901 Barcelona
Spain
T +34-932 60 04 00
F 34-932 60 23 14
medi@mediespana.com
www.mediespana.com
medi France
Z.I. Charles de Gaulle
25, rue Henri Farman
93297 Tremblay en France Cedex
France
T +33-1 48 61 76 10
F +33-1 49 63 33 05
infos@medi-france.com
www.medi-france.com
medi Hungary Kft.
Bokor u. 21.
1037 Budapest
Hungary
T +36 1 371-0090
F +36 1 371-0091
info@medi.hu
www.medi.hu
medi Italia s.r.l.
Via Giuseppe Ghedini, 2
40069 Zola Predosa (BO)
Italy
T +39-051 6 13 24 84
F +39-051 6 13 29 56
info@medi-italia.it
www.medi-italia.it
medi Nederland BV
Heusing 5
4817 ZB Breda
The Netherlands
T +31-76 57 22 555
F +31-76 57 22 565
info@medi.nl
www.medi.nl
medi Norway AS
Vestheimvegen 35
4250 Kopervik
Norway
T +47 52 84 45 00
F 47 52 84 45 09
post@medinorway.no
www.medinorway.no
medi Polska Sp. z.o.o.
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ul.Łabędzka 22
44-121 Gliwice
Poland
T +48-32 230 60 21
F +48-32 202 87 56
info@medi-polska.pl
www.medi-polska.pl
medi Bayreuth Unipessoal, Lda
Rua do Centro Cultural, no. 43
1700-106 Lisbon
Portugal
T +351-21 843 71 60
F +351-21 847 08 33
medi.portugal@medibayreuth.pt
www.medi.pt
medi RUS LLC
Business Center NEO GEO
Butlerova Street 17
117342 Moscow
Russia
T +7-495 374 04 56
F +7-495 374 04 56
info@medirus.ru
www.medirus.ru
medi Sweden AB
Box 6034
19206 Sollentuna
Sweden
T +46-8-969798
F +46-8-6266870
info@medi.se
www.medi.se
medi UK Ltd.
Plough Lane
Hereford HR4 OEL
Great Britain
T +44-1432 37 35 00
F +44-1432 37 35 10
enquiries@mediuk.co.uk
www.mediuk.co.uk
medi Ukraine LLC
Evhena Sverstiuka str, 11
Kiev 02002
Ukraine
T +380 44 591 11 63
F +380 44 392 73 73
info@medi.ua
http://medi.ua

medi USA L.P.
6481 Franz Warner Parkway
Whitsett, N.C. 27377-3000
USA
T +1-336 4 49 44 40
F +1-888 5 70 45 54
info@mediusa.com
www.mediusa.com
medi Trading (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
Room 1703, T1, CES WEST BUND
CENTER,
No. 277, Long Lan Road
Xuhui District
200232 Shanghai
People’s Republic of China
T +86-21 50582319
F +86-21 50582319
Medi Turk Ortopedi Medikal Ic ve
Dis Tic. AS
Mustafa Kemal Mah. 2156 Sokak
No 16 /4-5
06510 Çankaya Ankara
Turkey
T +90 312 435 20 26
F +90 312 434 17 67
info@medi-turk.com
www.medi-turk.com
MAXIS a.s.
medi group company
Slezská 2127/13
120 00 Prague 2
Czech Republic
T +420 571 633 510
F +420 571 616 271
info@maxis-medica.com
www.maxis-medica.com
Tachezy Sanit Srl.
Via Druso 48/a
39100 Bolzano
Italy
T +39 0471 288 068
F +39 0471 282 773
info@tachezysanit.com
www.tachezysanit.com
medi Japan K.K.
5-1 Nihonbashi Kabutocho
Chuoku
103-0026 Tokyo
Japan
T +81 3 6778 2590
F +81 3 5847 7901
info@medi-japan.jp
www.medi-japan.co.jp

medi footsupport • medi footcare • 43

P +48 921 912-0
F +49 921 912-783
export@medi.de
www.medi.de/en
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Headquarters
medi GmbH & Co. KG
Medicusstraße 1
D-95448 Bayreuth
Germany

